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Pc Au ;ust i/?e

Mr.E.Igne
ATS, Nu&ec Begulet.r;. A m. .
~iashin; ton, '.''.r

Der Mr. Igr.e :

In yeur mez., to Ine of U iugust you said Dr.M.evm.r.
, cant-3 -.;, couents o.1 the C "Eva h: tion of IR' Frs ;ta e Analyc.c"
v;th r-p; w une d the 'Fellini Diagram, et, . . Ih creenu
are ,;iven in the fell:ving pare. graphs.

Th- referen:eo in the C; discusa, ion, based upn the
% 1 ir! m yr e , d nct hv.t v r e-eive vr?'v. For ext:I le, it -

lW Lehigh Ur.. reps t, Jerrid e end Flutter describe? large6
specimen crec.; arres. tests for a 175 inch thick plate of IP.-D
steel. Le ep-cim?n were of duplex type. A relatively brittle
steel plet , servir.; to provide a fast clesvage crack, was joined
by velding to the hT-33 plate. Two tensile tests sere done at zero
degr. F,15 > deg. F above NN. In the first test the crack arrestel
it. the HY D plate just beyond the veld. In the second test, t'te
fractior. of the widti. occupied by +he crau starter plate was larger
and crack arrest di: not occur. Obviously the result depended upor
specimen design as well as upon compliance of the grip fixtures and
testing cachine. From the Pellini Diagram, shown in the CE discussion,
crack arrest vss expected at a temperature above NDT plus &J degr.F,

| cr at least above NDr plus 123 degr.F. Actusily the conditions for

i crack arrest cannot t,e specified in terms of temperature. Also, a

| sufficient elevation of temperature to change the mode of separation
l frca: dominent cleavage to fibrous (hole-joining) does not necessarily

cause era n arrest. The HY-33 non-arresting fracture, described in
th- Lahish I'n. re p rt, shoved no evidence cf cleavage. Oth:r uttples
of ,nis type could be presented, for service components es well s'

| for test specimens.

| Crack arrest predictions in the " shelf" region of tem-
| perature =ay be helped by the development of suitable elastic-plastic
! analysis methods but may not require that technology to the degree

suggested in the 21 July Bender-to-Shevmon letter. When the crack tip
plastic one is enclosed oy a linear-elastic stress field, linear-
elastic anslysis methods are still applicable and useful. Bough,

| estimates suggest that, for an C inch vessel vall, the enclosed plastic
zone condition is maintained when the crack is half through the vall,'

with K = 333 hsiilh, r/ .:a. n i.he crack is 80 percent through, with
,

| K = 230 ksi Wn. Loss of this condition due to general yielding vill
result in some less of constraint. However, the corresponding expected
in' crease of toughness my be matched by the increase of J. In summary,
if the arrest toughness at and above NDT plus 180 degr.F is no more
thsn 200 kaiVIn , conservative predictions of arrest, or non-arrest,

| across a large range of crack depth can be made using linear analysis.
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At the present time, the lar ;est acce;: table messurement of cracke

errest toughnest was obtained in OR L test TSE-Sa at 108 ogr.F above
NDT. For the A5')S, 6 inch vall, te,st cylinder at that temperature,
the arrest toughness was 116 ksilin. Extrspolstion of the upward trend
vita temperature of the arrest tou6hness values obtained in this
experiment to NDT plus 130 deg .F suggests an arrest toughness (at
that higher temperature) of about 203 ksi'(1II. Extension of the K aI
curve to the same temperature provides a similar result. It seems
unlikely that larger values of shelf region arrest toughness can be
justified, in deterministic calculations, until a much more complete
testing program has oe-n accomplished.

Since ycu eddei "etc." to the eut jects on which comnents were
desired, I vill risk one general com=ent. The Bender-to-Shevmon letter
contains a suggested message for the Commissioners and for th- Fublic.
The message is brief and word meanings are impcrtant. For this reason,

'

I suggest replacement of the word " faith" by the word " trust".
Trust is more commonly regarded as something which must be earned
and preserved and seems to be of unusual importance relative to
PTS accidents at nuclear plants.

Sincerely,
'I
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GedgeR.Irvin
Vs. Prof. of Mech.Eng.
Un. of Maryland
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